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TURNS:
When it is your turn, you must choose one of your movers and jump another mover with it. If the piece you
jumped over was one of yours, remove the jumped piece from the game. If the piece you jumped was one of your
opponent’s then you may remove ANY one of your movers on the board (including the one that did the jumping if
you choose).

CONTENTS:

You may “chain” up to 3 jumps with the same mover during your turn, but you may not jump over the same
mover twice, and the jumping piece may not occupy the same space during the same turn.

•

Gameboard

If you can’t make a jump during your turn, you skip your turn.

•

Rules

You MUST make a move if there is one available.

•

9 Red Circle Movers

•

9 Green Octagon Movers

•

9 Yellow Triangle Movers

•

9 Blue Square Movers

Examples of LEGAL jumps

OBJECTIVE:
In Campo Bello each player tries to remove as many of their own pieces from the board as possible.
Each piece left on the board at the end of the game scores you points and the player who scores the
fewest points wins!

Normal Jump

Double Jump

Triple Jump

Middle Jump

Examples of ILLEGAL jumps

SET-UP:
Each player takes the movers of one of the colors and puts the movers into their starting positions.
Randomly decide who goes first. You are ready to play Campo Bello!
Blue square player set-up area

Yellow triangle player set-up area

Green octagon player set-up area

Back & Forth Jump

Sharp Angle Jump

After a player takes their turn, the next player going clockwise takes a turn.
Play continues until either one player has no movers on the board OR no player may make a legal jump.
At the end of the game, each player scores 1 point for each of their movers outside their starting area and 3 points
for each mover that is in their starting area.
The player with the fewest points wins!
Detail of the Red circle starting area
illustrating where the 9 starting pieces
are placed in the starting area.

Red circle player set-up area

Triangle Jump

For a longer Campo Bello experience, you can keep score from game to game and see which player
scores the fewest points over 3 games.

